How to Perfect Essay Body
Paragraphs
Paragraphs are the building blocks of the essay, and several paragraphs varying in their length and
focus make up the whole essay. In the classic 5-paragraph essay, for example, the three body
paragraphs tacking the topic at hand are framed between the introductory and the conclusion
paragraph. In advanced essays, the number of paragraphs is not fixed and writers add paragraphs
according to the convenience of the discussion.
Essay writer, you are required to organize ideas together so that you can talk about a subject in detail.
This allows you to have a structure in your writing and organize your thoughts. For the reader, this
allows for a better flow of information where they can expect to learn more about one particular aspect
in-depth as they move down the paragraph, and also connect the various sub-points together to make a
whole.

With proper planning before getting into the writing process, you can place the points in the order of
their importance and come up with various ideas, arguments, and points for each paragraph to discuss
and systematically cover the whole topic and tackle the main thesis.
PEELing the paragraph structure
Each paragraph should follow a structure itself to make it whole. The best way to understand this
structure is by analyzing the components that make the write essay for me. The acronym ‘P.E.E.L’
defines these parts of the paragraph: Point, Evidence, Explain, and Link.
Point

The paragraphs should introduce the main point, idea, or argument that it will tackle, support, and
explore in the rest of the paragraph. This point will help the readers understand the part of the main
thesis. Only a few writers place the point of the paragraph, later in the text, most writers present it first
and foremost, to help the readers orient themselves.
Evidence
Once you have provided your idea, statement, arguments, or a point, it is important to present the
reader with the evidence that supports your claim. Provide the evidence before the explanation or
justification as, without the authority provided by the evidence, the explanation will just be opinions that
are easily brushed aside.
The evidence should be from an authoritative source or an expert. This can come about as a statement
or quotation from an expert in the field (probably from a scholarly source) observations, as statistics and
outcomes of an experiment or survey, as an example from history, etc. The write my essay research
trains you for additional assessment in your last theories.
Make sure that you provide proper referencing and include an in-text citation for each information
borrowed from an outside source.
Explanation
You are not supposed to provide the evidence and let the reader evaluate, on their own, its relation to
your paragraph idea and point. Make their reading much smoother by telling your readers why the
evidence worked in the instance and how it supports the main idea. Keep in mind the main thesis of the
essay while you do so. The explanation can sometimes be extensive if the evidence is an example
derived from history.
Linking
Paragraphs make up the whole essay, and when the readers read the essay it shouldn’t look patchy and
in parts. Otherwise, the reader might not be able to place various points together and fail to see how
they support the essay typer thesis.
Just as one sentence should flow into another in terms of the content, message, and connection, so
should the paragraphs be linked to one another. This helps the reader transition from one idea to the
next, such that by the time the reader ends up at the end of the body paragraphs that are all linked
together in the reader’s mind. This allows the reader to connect the various topic sentences to the main
thesis of the essay.
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